
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 936
Thinking of this, the uncle Bai Hai was overjoyed. He quickly pointed

to a table in the corner and said cheerfully:

“Mr. Zhang, that guy on the table said it!”

“That kid is Lin Fan. He was so eloquent before. Bragging that you

won’t agree, nor will Dr. Lin agree! With your tiger skins, he’s

bragging!” With tiger skins, bragging?

Hearing this, Zhang Tianyi and Ye Tian’s master and apprentice could

not help but turn their eyes to the corner of the courtyard.

When they saw the trash on the ground and the messy corners, the

master and apprentice frowned.

However, when the eyes of the two fell on Lin Fan on the table and

chair.

boom!

Whether it was Zhang Tianyi or Ye Tian,   his body trembled and his

complexion changed transiently.

However, their expressions changed and fell in the ears of everyone

around them, as if the two masters and disciples were furious and

angry.

Right now, Bai Chen and the others couldn’t help but add fuel to the

fire.

“Hahaha… Doctor Zhang, that’s a bragging trash, a bragging bastard!

There is no need to care about this trash!”

“Yeah, Doctor Zhang, we just treat him as a clown! ”

Bai Chen and the Bai family laughed brilliantly.

Looking at Lin Fan’s gaze was like looking at a trash, a clown, nothing

more.

just!

“Garbage?”

“Joker?”

Zhang Tian muttered to himself. However, as his muttering to himself

slowly turned into a gritted teeth, he suddenly turned his head and

stared at Bai Chen and the others, and said Senran:

“Okay! Very good! Since the little gentleman said, I won’t accept the

invitation, then…I really won’t accept the invitation!”

What…what?

Zhang Tianyi’s words completely solidified the smiles on the faces of

Bai Chen and others.

They looked at Doctor Zhang one by one, almost unable to believe

their ears.

Refused…refused?

The genius doctor Zhang actually rejected the Jiangnan Bai family just

like what the idiot Lin Fan said?

how can that be!

However, what shocked them has just begun.

Da da da!

After Zhang Tianyi refused Bai Chen at this moment, he took his

apprentice Ye Tian and walked aggressively towards the corner.

Following Zhang Tianyi’s master and apprentice, every time he walked

through a place, all the celebrities in Jiangxi stood up to salute.

Especially, when they saw that Zhang Tianyi’s master and disciple went

all the way to Lin Fan’s table.

Swish!

The master and apprentice bowed to Lin Fanqi.

“Zhang Tianyi, see your teacher…Mr. Lin!” Mobile phone: The doctor

Zhang was about to call’Master’, but suddenly felt that his body was

cold and he could only change his mouth instantly.

just!

It was just Physician Zhang Shen, bowing to salute, and seeing Mr.

Lin’s words, it fell in the eyes of everyone around, but it was the entire

Bai family’s courtyard, and instantly became silent.

One after another, he looked at this place incredible.

Even Bai Chen and others suspected that they had hallucinations.
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